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This Bill should not be progressed for the following reasons: 

1. The current MRNA vaccines have been publicly acknowledged by their 
manufacturers to be ineffective against Omicron. So there is now no point in 
continuing the current vaccination program.  

2. Scientific study reported in the Lancet on 29 October 2021 has confirmed that 
banning the unvaccinated from contact with the vaccinated is unwarranted on health 
grounds. It found:  

a. Vaccination reduces the risk of delta variant infection and accelerates viral 
clearance. Nonetheless, fully vaccinated individuals with breakthrough 
infections have peak viral load similar to unvaccinated cases and can 
efficiently transmit infection in household settings, including to fully 
vaccinated contacts. 
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099(21)00648-
4/fulltext  

3. The initial vaccine mandates were based on the presumption that the vaccines would 
prevent the vaccinated from catching the disease – which is now known to be false.  

4. Medical study and insurance claim data continues to come in showing an alarming 
jump in all-cause mortality world-wide since the vaccines have been introduced. The 
pandemic is now a problem of the vaccinated rather than the unvaccinated. See 
b46d3b 1e1ae35612b74e98ac07ab8a7896da07.pdf (peopleforsafevaccines.org). See also 
ABS data https://www.abs.gov.au/articles/covid-19-mortality-australia showing that 
the number who have died from COVID without any other comorbidities is very low 
– 8.6% of the total with and of COVID. 

5. For logistical reasons alone, RNA vaccines cannot possibly ever stop a pandemic that 
has already started, as demonstrated by the following blog. 
https://medicocapture.blogspot.com/2022/02/this-blog-examinesstrategic-management.html By 
the time the DNA has been sequenced, a new vaccine produced, distributed and 
administrated to the whole world, the virus has mutated, and the vaccine designed for 
its genetic code will no longer be effective. 

This all indicates that all vaccine mandates should cease, and there is now no need for the 
emergency powers. Extending them will just continue policies that are now known to be 
inappropriate and harmful. Progressing this Bill would perpetuate the unnecessarily divisive 
vaccine mandate that we now know has been based on many false premises. The statement in 
the Bill’s explanatory notes that “there is no alternative method of achieving the policy 
objective” is clearly incorrect. The policy objectives themselves are based on false premises. 

So it is most important that the Bill not be progressed or passed so that the divisive 
transgression into personal civil liberties can be quietly ended. Furthermore, to avoid the 
obvious accusation of blatant confirmation bias, the vaccination prerequisite requirement for 
attendance at your public hearings must be dropped. 
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